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Blazepod Standard Kit  
 

Interactive LED light system for training
reaction and action speed. Extremely user-
friendly and iOS and Android capable.
Quickly set up and immediately ready to
work. Blazepod standard kit with a total of
4 LED light sensors. Pods can be charged
with supplied charging station on USB
port. Includes free BASIC version of the
training app (connects to max. 6 pods, 6
custom exercises can be saved, access to
main exercises of the exercise library) and
6-month trial pro membership.

 CHF 369.00  
      

      

4 LED sensors for training reaction and action speed in sports and fitness. Scientifically proven that
athletes with excellent reaction are more successful than others. Blazepod Trainer Standard Kit provides
the trainer with 4 LED lights that can be placed on the floor.

With the optional Functional Adapter Kit, the LED sensors can also be fixed to the wall, attached to
posts or suctioned to mirrors and windows. (Screws for wall mounting are not included).

Operate the sensors with your own mobile device iOS or Android. Switch on Bluetooth, install the APP
and off you go. The extremely user-friendly APP allows any combination of sensors in training. The
sensors are deleted with a light clap or after an individually adjustable switch-off time.

Competitions in teams of 2 with 2 sensors, alone or with entire teams are possible without further ado.
Our tests have inspired us to use Blazepod Standard Kit at all levels. Without any pressure in training
exercises or in competitions with other athletes.

Powerful LEDs with up to 8 color options
Durability: water resistant (IP65), UV protected
Compact and lightweight design
Up to 8h operating time with one battery charge
Intelligent charging through stacking
Bluetooth communication with a range of up to 40 meters
BlazePod PRO membership available for a fee*.
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Scope of delivery:

4 BlazePods
Charging station
Case for 4 Pods
Including the free BASIC version of the training app* (connection with max. 6 pods, 6 own
exercises can be saved, access to main exercises of the exercise library) (iOS or Android)
6-month trial pro membership (code sent by mail) - (after 6 months, the subscription automatically
renews for €14.99/month until cancelled) 

Download App-Store
Download Google Play:
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